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Oil Paintings are a pleasant form of drawing. It helps you to express your emotions. Oil paints are
the most commonly used paints in paintings. Every artist in the whole world loves the appearance
and texture of this and an innumerable result that can be got from using them. Some of the most
famous works have been done using oil paints and we all know how they have lasted for centuries.
Let us now talk about few points that can help us to create an attractive oil painting on canvas.

The very first thing need to do is to start your Oil Paintings oil paintings with an acrylic under paint
because acrylic dries quickly as compared to other. When we use oil as under paint it will take some
time for it to dry. Acrylic under painting can speed up your work with your canvas.

Make sure that you have a good light Effect- The importance of good lighting is it bring out the color
more and also reduce the damage on your eyes.  It is advice to everyone that whenever you start
painting chooses a place where plenty of natural sunlight is available because that create more
charm on your painting.

Good airing is too needed - This is very important particularly if you use oil paint thinners and
cleaners because some of these chemical is poisonous and not good for your healthiness so be
cautious while you working with this product. So always try to work in the well-ventilated
environment.

Make sure that you go after the rule of "fat over lean- This means that each layer of your oil painting
should have higher oil content than the other ones which is below. As a result which reduce the
chance of your paint to crack and make your Painting attractive.

Always make availability of the rough material and cleaning tissues along with you because it will
handy to wipe the oil paints which are fall like other paints. Any artist would like to have their works
remain for many years then the oil paints are definitely here to last. Whatever the requirements and
issues with many artists love the texture, feel and result got from oil paints are definitely appeals.

A painter partner of every canvas is its brush so invest into a good set of paint brush that enhances
your painting. I know all this information seems awesome at first. But Oil painting can be very tough
in the beginning, but don't let that scare you. The most important thing to remember is to never give
up and keep painting. You will learn from your mistakes and grow as a painter. Everything will come
together in time. Artistsâ€™ painting has large gallery of oil paintings, oil pictures and world famous
paintings famous paintings and you can also buy them online.

Happy Painting!
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Pictures? We have large and great selection of world best quality and a famous paintings famous
paintings. For more detailed information you can log visit- a
www.artistpainting.netwww.artistpainting.net
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